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So, here we are, 2021 - we made it

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Let’s hope that this year will see us all getting
the Covid-19 Vaccine and being able to return
to the NEW normal.

Tai Chi wise, I have a LOT planned.

First - In Tier 4, I can still teach outdoor 1-2-1
sessions, so if you would like a private Tai Chi
session (subject of your choice or a general Tai
Chi session) please call me on 07771 333 369.

Next a couple of questions:

Q1: Tai Chi Training Sessions: I currently teach
the live video sessions on Tue, Wed, & Thu
evenings at 7 p.m. They last about 30 to 35
minutes. I am thinking of offering more sessions
and I am thinking of having at least one session
that is an hour long. Would you please let me
know, what day(s) what time(s) and what
duration(s) you personally like and would be
likely to attend. I will say that I do NOT want to
run sessions before 7 in the Morning or after 9
at night.

Q2: Exercise Only Sessions: A few weeks ago,
I mentioned about doing a free exercise
session (1 hour duration) followed by further 1
hour sessions for £5 each. There was some
interest in the sessions but Saturday afternoon
was difficult for several people. So, if you ARE
interested please email me with the day/time
combinations that would suit you. I will see if
there is a consensus.

This year will include a number of new
opportunities to learn Tai Chi.

I’m currently in the middle of writing a book on
the 8 Move 1 Step Form, I am going to publish
a series of books (as eBooks and paperbacks)
as some people prefer printed material.

Face to face training:

The classes at Stanwick and Chelveston will
hopefully open up again in 2021 but probably
after the vaccination program has allowed the
majority of us to be protected.  I’m also planning
a number of events (some carried over from last
year’s plans) - they include:

Weekend Courses:

● Four Winds Form - Reprise of the part of
the form that I taught last year.

● Four Winds Form - Next part of form.

● Fan Form (all three parts).

● Meditation - seated, standing, and
moving meditation training.

● Tai Chi for Self Defence.

I would also consider a longer course (4 or 5
days) covering a range of aspects of Tai Chi.

If you are interested in any or all of the above,
please let me know.
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Thank you for being part of our Tai Chi ‘family’ and
may 2021 be an awesome year for all of us.
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Then there is my training - I’m planning several
overseas trips.

First to the USA, visiting two or three instructors
over there that I want to train with but haven’t
yet.

Next, Taiwan and Japan. It will be mainly an
exploration of what is available, although I do
have some leads for people to train with.

At the end of the year, around Christmas time,
I’ll be going to Malaysia and maybe China, in
both countries I know people to train with, but I
don’t know (currently) who will be available at
the year end.

If YOU are interested in travelling to any of
those places to train, let me know. If there is
enough interest maybe we can arrange some
kind of group visit.

Obviously, until we are all vaccinated, the
membership site and the online sessions are
going to be the main way of learning.

The membership site is growing, somewhat
slower than I had hoped but since I closed my
publishing business at the beginning of
December, I now have more time to spread the
word.

I am going to roll out a new way for people to
buy access to JUST the video sessions if they
don’t want to join the membership site although
- to be honest - there will be no financial
advantage to people in doing that - but it seems
that some people prefer that choice, so that’s
fine with me. I guess it’s the feeling that a
membership site is a commitment - which I do
not understand as the membership can be
cancelled at any time, just by emailing me.

The membership site will see the addition of
more content and maybe some additional
features to make learning Tai Chi more
straightforward. The company that builds the
platform that the site is hosted on, have some
interesting ideas for 2021 too.

Finally (and most importantly) what can I do for
you? Is there anything that I can do that would
make your learning and practice of Tai Chi
better? Please let me know.


